Correlation anisotropy and stiffness of DNA molecules confined in nanochannels.
The anisotropy of orientational correlations in DNA molecules confined in cylindrical channels is explored by Monte Carlo simulations using a coarse-grained model of double-stranded (ds) DNA. We find that the correlation function ⟨C(s)⟩⊥ in the transverse (confined) dimension exhibits a region of negative values in the whole range of channel sizes. Such a clear-cut sign of the opposite orientation of chain segments represents a microscopic validation of the Odijk deflection mechanism in narrow channels. At moderate-to-weak confinement, the negative ⟨C(s)⟩⊥ correlations imply a preference of DNA segments for transverse looping. The inclination for looping can explain a reduction of stiffness as well as the enhanced knotting of confined DNA relative to that detected earlier in bulk at some channel sizes. Furthermore, it is shown that the orientational persistence length Por fails to convey the apparent stiffness of DNA molecules in channels. Instead, correlation lengths P∥ and P⊥ in the axial and transverse directions, respectively, encompass the channel-induced modifications of DNA stiffness.